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Anyone interested in the feminine face of God throughout the ages will find Sophia an illuminating

experience. Caitlin Matthews' scholarship connects us to past, present, and future in the very

depths of our femininity. ----Marion Woodman, Jungian analyst and author of Bone: Dying into Life.

Sophia, or "wisdom" in Greek, has been revered in many forms throughout history--from the Dark

Goddess of ancient Anatolia; to her Egyptian, Greek, Celtic, and Cabalistic manifestations; to her

current forms as Mary and the orthodox St. Sophia. In the Gnostic Gospel of Thomas, Sophia sits

with God until the creation. Then she falls into matter and becomes manifest in every atom,

permeating all things "like the sparks that run through charcoal," as Matthews says. While God is

"out there," the Goddess is "in here"-- the mother-wit of practical inspiration and compassion at the

heart's core. This definitive work comprehensively establishes a realistic Goddess theology for

Westerners in the twenty-first century: grounding spirituality in daily life and the natural world;

learning to work playfully and play seriously; ending the gender war to enjoy sacred marriage.
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This is only one of several books about the little understood divine feminine, the feminine side of



God. to the modern christian the Shekhinah is a mystery, the holy spirit is a mystery. this is do to the

modern church lack of study into the history of the subject.there is no mystery as to the glory filling

the temple, or the baptism of the holy ghost. what we refuse to consider is what They believed,

(Both the Jews and the early church or why.) We have been molded into a modernistic mindset. Ont

his subject I also recommend On the wings of Shekhinah, the Cosmic Shekinah, Was God a

Woman? When God was a woman, Did God have a wife? the latter two are scholarly works with an

impeccable approach to the subject.Whether you're a believer or not, it will enrich your life on both a

personal and spiritual level. through this I hope you can gain the insight to delve deep not into the

mysticism, but the beliefs of the early church for knowing your roots is to know yourself and where

you're going.For those who are Christians, there is no mystery we cannot find the answer to, for

those who are a student of religious history or history in general, you will find the true roots of

modern beliefs and through this one can find out why our beliefs on some important subjects has

changed through the years.In the Bible there are several hundred references of God in the feminine

sense verses the masculine sense. (See the names of God.) We assume yet often our assumptions

are based not on research but philosophy. I encourage you to start on a journey of self exploration

based on historical beliefs and fact. When one starts this journey, you might be amazed that the

early church did believe in the (SOPHIA).
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